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The determination of Laut in the JGHV testing system 

The Laut of the hunting dog is an important criterion for the use in versatile hunting and 

is therefore very important for the breeding of our hunting dog breeds. 

The evaluation of Laut at Association tests of the Jagdgebrauchshundverband (JGHV) 

or while hunting is an important task of the Association Judges of the JGHV. To date, no 

uniform guideline has been published in the individual test regulations of the JGHV or its 

member associations for the evaluation of the various types of Laut, as has long been 

the case, for example, with the test of gun stability. 

The JGHV therefore considers it necessary to describe the different types of Laut while 

hunting and testing (spurlaut (spl), sichtlaut (sil), fraglich (fr), stumm (st), waidlaut (wdl), 

laut (lt) und fährtenlaut (ftl)). 

The definition should lead to a uniform evaluation of Laut at all JGHV tests and the tests 

of the member clubs. 

Spurlaut (spl) / Track Laut (spl) 

"Spurlaut" is the dog's giving voice on the track of a hare or fox, which the hunting dog 

perceives with its nose, but without actually seeing the game. 

Dogs which are spurlaut should ideally give Laut in a calm voice, preferably over the 

entire length of the track work, although it is not a fault if dogs only become laut after 

about 30 -100 m and then slowly "chime in". If they lose the scent of the track, they 

should immediately fall silent. With dogs that hunt Track Laut, the observer can "see", 

with their eyes closed, the course of the track with their ears ("closed Track Laut"). 

Dogs that do not hunt Laut over a large part of the track, but only give a sporadic Laut 

on the track, are not called spurlaut / Track Laut. 

Sichtlaut / Sight Laut (sil) 

A dog is "Sichtlaut", when it follows a hare or a fox visibly and gives sustained (not just 

sporadic) Laut. Again, there are dogs that show Laut only after about 30 -100 m and 

then slowly begin to make themselves heard. 

Fraglich / Questionable (fr) 

"Questionable" is to be recorded if the dog has not visually come across a hare or fox 

during the entire test, has only briefly noticed the game visually, or only gives Laut 

occasionally when following on the track or by sight, so that a reliable assessment of 

Laut is not possible. If no clear track or sight Laut can be confirmed, "questionable" is to 

be entered. 
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Stumm / Silent hunting (st) 

"Silent Hunting" may only be certified if the dog follows the clearly visible hare or fox by 

sight over a longer distance without giving any Laut. The game in question must be 

visible to the dog at a short distance and must have been perceived by the dog. If a dog 

visually follows other game without giving Laut, this silent pursuit of other game must be 

documented under the heading "Laut an anderem Wild" or under "Bemerkungen". (e.g. 

silent on roe deer). 

Laut (lt) 

Laut is the vocalization of a dog on sight, track or trail while searching in a thicket 

behind all furred game, provided that hunting Laut on hare or fox (sil. o. spl.) can be 

confirmed beyond doubt. 

In case of visible pursuit of furred game (other than hare or fox) with Laut in the field, "lt" 

is also awarded. The Laut must also be sustained. 

Fährtenlaut / Tracking Laut (ftl) 

"Tracking Laut" is the Laut of a dog on the track of hoofed game not visible to the dog, 

the course of which the Association Judges could see in the field before the dog works 

the track with Laut. 

Waidlaut (wdl) 

Waidlaut is a giving Laut without any sensory connection with its nose to a previously 

perceived track or trail of the game. 

The trigger for giving Laut is always a perceived nasal scent stimulus of a track or game 

trail. Thus, a dog is a waidlaut only when it follows the track of game with its nose, but 

continues to give Laut even when it has clearly lost the track and cannot have any 

connection with its nose to the game / track or trail. Symptomatic for dogs that are 

waidlaut when hunting is an overhasty and unfocused way of working (usually poor 

track certainty) in the track or trail work due to being excessively excited. When hunting, 

this overly relaxed tendency to give Laut is misleading and therewith is not suitable for 

the intended purpose. 

Since the waidlaut dog often also hunts spurlaut, if some concentration is added to the 

matching nose, it makes a judgement and reliable boundaries particularly difficult for the 

Judges. 

"Overpassionate, constant barking". 

Unfortunately, more and more often we see dogs who, as soon as they are taken out of 

the car on the morning of the test day/hunt day, race around like crazy, barking 

incessantly. Here, too, the cause for the uncontrolled barking, apart from insufficient 

obedience training, is to be found in hyperexcitability. 
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In terms of temperament, these animals are often on the same level as dogs that are 

waidlaut. 

As a stimulus that triggers Laut, it is enough for these dogs to be in a state of 

expectation and therewith a high level of excitement because of the upcoming day of 

hunting. This Laut cannot be called "Waidlaut", because the trigger is not a visual and/or 

nasal stimulus coming from the game. This Laut is to be noted on the test scoresheet 

under comments and is to be considered in the evaluation of the dog's temperament. 

The evaluation of Laut 

The evaluation of Laut is to be done according to the definitions of the JGHV. 

It should be noted that, depending on the age of the dogs, Laut is often not yet 

established. 

If the conditions on the day of the test and the occurrence of game allow it, several 

opportunities to work/make observations on the dog should be used for all evaluations 

of Laut. 

At the natural ability tests, especially in the spring, it is the task of the Association 

Judges to emphasize those dogs that are particularly valuable for breeding. 

Therefore, experience and a high level of expertise in handling/judging hunting dogs are 

of particular importance. 

These definitions have been established by the Studbook Commission of the JGHV, in 

cooperation with the Director of Testing, and are used in the natural ability and 

performance tests of the JGHV. 

The Special Breed Clubs of the JGHV may formulate different/supplementary 

regulations if necessary. 
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Director of Testing  
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